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From MAPUTO and DURBAN to CAGLIARI

ERASMUS FOR AFRICA:
A SUCCESSFUL Erasmus cooperation story

July 27th 2022 h.11.00
Aula Anfiteatro,
Viale Sant’Ignazio da Laconi 17, Cagliari (CA)
Schedule

11:00 am

Unica for Africa and Africa for UNICA
speech by Prof. Isabella Soi
Associate Professor of History and Institutions of Africa

11:15 am

Stories of a creative cooperation between UNICA and AFRICA: the following representatives of the teaching and administrative staff talk about their successful Erasmus Ka107 stories

South Africa:

From KwaZulu-Natal University:
Cristina Trois, Massimiliano Piras, Claudia Loggia;

From University of Cagliari:
Mauro Coni, Francesca Maltinti, Chiara Garau e Giulia Desogus.

Mozambique:

From EDUARDO MONDLANE University:
Ferreira Aldina Maria Marques, Alcides Malavone Alberto Nobela, Almeida Zacarias Machava, Antonio Arlindo Mendes, Fernando Henrique Manhica

From University of Cagliari:
Maddalena Achenza, Gianni Bacchetta, Gianmarco Chiri, Giuseppe Murtas, Erika Orrù, Marianna Parzeu, Carlo Pilia, Laura Rundeddu, Barbara Vidale,

1:00 pm

Final Speech by Prof. Alessandra Carucci
Vice-Rector for International Affairs